1. Fighting Fraud with Biometrics in the Life Insurance Industry (January 31, 2019)

2. No Actual Harm Needed to Sue Under BIPA: Illinois Supreme Court Finds Statutory Violation Sufficient (January 30, 2019)


4. When a Nightclub Is Forced to Say Goodnight: California Appellate Court Applies Broad Reading of “Loss of Use” Provision (December 14, 2018)

5. Intentional Accidents: California Supreme Court Announces that General Commercial Liability Policies Apply to Negligent Hiring, Training, and Supervising Claims for Failing to Prevent Intentional Torts (December 7, 2018)

   https://propertycasualtyfocus.com/related-decisions-three-recent-cases-emphasize-breadth-of-related-wrongful-acts

7. SEC-ordered Disgorgement is an Uninsurable “Penalty,” not a Covered “Loss” (November 9, 2018)

8. Failure to Procure Cyber Insurance Could Haunt Your Company (October 29, 2018)
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9. In California, a New Era in U.S. Privacy (October 1, 2018)

10. Underlying Assertion of Negligent Misrepresentation Is Not Necessarily an Occurrence (September 14, 2018)
11. Defense Victories in Genetic and Biometric Privacy Class Actions (September 5, 2018)

12. New Opinions From Second and Sixth Circuit Courts Rock Phishing Loss Coverage Landscape (July 16, 2018)

13. California Passes Stringent Privacy Law Akin to GDPR (July 9, 2018)

14. Fourth Circuit Holds Plaintiffs Who Allege Identity Theft Have Standing to Sue Post-Data Breach, But What Does it Mean for Certification? (July 9, 2018)

15. Defining ‘Logical Connection’: NC Federal Court Tackles ‘Related Claims’ (July 6, 2018)


17. Aw Schnucks! Seventh Circuit Dismisses Data Breach Class Action by Financial Institution Plaintiffs Under Economic Loss Doctrine (May 16, 2018)


20. No Celebration for Yahoo!: Data Breach Claims Survive Motion to Dismiss (April 12, 2018)


23. Ninth Circuit Gives Leg Up to Shoe Purchasers’ Data Breach Suit (March 19, 2018)  
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25. Supreme Court Declines Review of Standing in Data Breach Class Actions (February 20, 2018)  


27. CGL Policies and Data Breaches: No Publication, No Coverage (December 21, 2017)  
https://propertycasualtyfocus.com/cgl-policies-data-breaches-no-publication-no-coverage/
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31. The Continuing Saga of Standing in Data Breach Class Actions: The 8th Circuit Weighs In (September 28, 2017)  


33. District Courts Buck Trend on Fidelity Coverage for Social Engineering and Business Email Compromise Schemes (August 4, 2017)  
34. “Arising” tide for insurers: 11th Circuit takes expansive view of Prior Acts Exclusion
   (July 28, 2017)

35. Class Action and Regulatory Settlements Reflect the Rising Cost of Data Breaches (July 11, 2017)
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   (February 9, 2017)
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   (June 22, 2015)
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